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Summary PhD
Nowadays, multiple tropical developing countries, including Indonesia, are experiencing a higher demand for meat which cannot be
produced by local cattle, because of their low meat production (quantity and quality). Recently, the Indonesian government tried to
solve the problem by introducing Belgian Blue cattle. It is known as a superior breed of cattle which has an excellent carcass
conformation due to their double-muscled properties. It might be become a good solution for Indonesia, as well as other tropical
developing countries, in order to improve their local breed quality and fulfill their local meat demand with the local production.
However, the genetic peculiarity on Belgian Blue also brings about several impacts which should be addressed by the tropical
countries, especially their sensitivity to heat stress, as in the tropical condition as reviewed in Chapter 1.
In developing countries alternative methods are necessary to develop a successful breeding program, such as providing affordable
methods to investigate how bull fertility adapts to the tropical condition. Since bull fertility is one of the key factor to reach success
in breeding programs, we should do an accurate and routinely examination in the AI centers where the pure breed of Belgian Blue
is taken care for then spreading their frozen-semen. In Chapter 3 we demonstrated multiple staining methods which are
straightforward, less expensive, and yielding an accurate result, suitable under field condition. Furthermore, we showed that heat
stress condition impacted the quality of Belgian Blue semen in multiple post-thawing motility parameters, such as DNA-, acrosomeand plasma membrane integrity, as well as mitochondrial activity.
Another challenge that we should address whilst breeding Belgian Blue under tropical condition is their lesser adaptability to
tropical conditions. This can be solved by doing a crossbreeding program of Belgian Blue with local cattle breeds. In Chapter 4, we
demonstrated by in vitro fertilization that a crossbreeding program of Belgian Blue semen with other beef cattle breed (Limousin)
yielded a better results on embryo quality compared with the pure breed (Belgian Blue) or the dairy breed (Holstein-Friesian). This
study provides preliminary results to mimic what may happen in aspects of potential fertility in a Belgian Blue breeding program.
However, more studies need to be conducted to draw definitive conclusions.
A higher sensitivity of Belgian Blue with heat stress condition should be addressed with an appropriate feeding management. A
huge number of antioxidant sources in tropical countries might become a good solution in order to improve their fertility under heat
stress condition. One well-known antioxidant is lycopene, which has an antioxidant potency 100-fold higher compared with vitamin
C and E. In Chapter 5, we applied heat stress (HS; 40.5°C) and non-heat stress condition (NHS; 38.5°C) in the maturation media of
bovine oocytes with lycopene and without lycopene supplementation. We showed that under NHS, lycopene supplementation had
an impact on blastocyst rate and embryo quality of bovine oocytes. Furthermore, under HS condition, we showed that lycopene
supplementation reduced the oocyte ROS production and improved the nuclear maturation rate of bovine oocytes.
The general discussion and the conclusion of this thesis are presented in the Chapter 6:
1. Extra attention should be paid for the maintenance, feed, accommodation and welfare of Belgian blue cattle for successful
breeding in tropical developing countries.
2. Multiple straightforward and practical methods yielding accurate result is pivotal to access frozen-semen Belgian Blue under field
condition, as in the tropical developing countries. Using the methods, we found that heat stress affected some quality parameters
of Belgian Blue semen.
3. Using an in vitro model for Belgian Blue crossbreeding program, we showed that blastocyst development was greater in beef
(Limousin) than dairy (Holstein-Friesian) and the Belgian Blue F1-crosses
4. Using an in vitro model, the supplementation of lycopene on the maturation media of bovine oocytes under HS and NHS condition
improved the oocytes developmental competence to the blastocyst stage.

